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Now artists and crafters can store, protect, and display their artwork in style with this sleek tile

album!Attractive black album comes with 24 sleeves that hold up to 12 tiles per sleeve (you can

store them front and back in each of the 6 pockets of each sleeve) -- that's 288 tiles in all!Use it to

share your favorite designs at classes and get-togethers.The sleeves are made of archival quality

material to help preserve your work.It's perfect for travel; take extra blank tiles and draw while you're

away!Sleeve openings hold standard, 3-1/2 inch square tilesNote: Tiles are not

included.Removeable cover band/label.Artist's Tile Album measures 8-1/2 inches wide by 11-1/4

inches high (21.6 cm wide by 28.8 cm high).
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This album is perfect to keep 288 3.5 x 3.5 inch tiles neatly organized.My first one is almost full - I

will be buying another one soon.To the "disappointed" reviewer - the perfect size tile is available

here on  from the same supplier.

Update Apr 2 2016: Added a star, although honestly I still only would give this 2.5 stars. While the

plastic didn't relax, as I fill the book I find that the tiles fit better into the later pages. The front several

sleeve pages are still too tight. The product is marginally usable but too expensive an item to "settle"

for production quality control problems.Original review: This product is a great idea and a great

solution to having loose tiles or stacks of tiles held together with a rubber band. It looks nice and I

was excited to find such a great way to store and share my doodles. I just got this and last night I

started feeding tiles into the sleeves. Unfortunately, there is apparently a quality control issue with



where the heat seams are applied to create the sleeves. The top two sleeve openings on each page

were slightly too small while the bottom four generously accepted my 3.5 in tiles with room to move

around slightly. I had to strongly force the tiles into the top openings even with only one tile going

into each sleeve (rather than two back to back). Once in, the tiles are curved due to the tightness of

the sleeve.Hopefully the plastic will stretch/relax enough to allow them to lay flat in time. Otherwise, I

have to agree with Disappointed, this is not a usable product for my purposes. If the plastic does

relax, I will come back and adjust the review up a star. Either way, the company needs to take a

look at their quality control processes.

I was pleasantly surprised at the quality of this album. My 3.5" Sq tiles fit perfectly. This is not a 3

ring binder, it has the sleeves fixed in the spine so no possibility of adding more sleeves. (I can stop

looking now!) They need to make a 4" Sq for those bigger tiles that are available. This album is

perfect for me. Thanx!

This was a great gift for my college-aged children. Both are creative and enjoy doodling. I also gave

them each a set of tiles and nice pens with the albums. Filling the album motivates them to continue

to spend time on the project....sort of making a story instead of disjointed doodles. I think it can

serve as a visual diary as well. I'm jealous! Maybe I need to buy one for myself. In any event, my

son said it was his favorite present this year!

This is an excellent way to store and show off my Zentangle tiles. The quality is good, and I've not

had any problem fitting the tiles in the little plastic pockets - everything is sized correctly. I will be

ordering another one as soon as my first one is filled. Great product!

Perfect for my tiles. I am a Certified Zentangle instructor. I bring this album to classes and demos. It

is a nice way to show my art and also my students art. I wish they made one with bigger windows as

well like maybe 5x5 or 6x6 inches or something I could put mandala tiles in.

Will make an excellent Christmas gift. My husband, who insisted he had "no artistic talent" is hooked

on Zentangles and does one at least every other day. I wanted an album for him to store his works

of art as he is So proud of himself. I suggest any one who wants to bring out the artist in themselves

or others, try the Zentangle method. It's a Wonderful way to find the Picasso in you. :-)



I love this album. I use the Studio Series Artist Tiles for my zentangles and they fit perfectly in the

album sleeves. The album sits on my coffee table and is a wonderful way for me to share my

zentangle art. The only improvement I can think of would be to create the album with a 3-ring binder

and then you would have the capability to add in more sleeves.
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